
CaseStudyElbertonNET wanted to offer city 
residents reliable voice services 
for less.
We created a winning 
video, voice, and 
data service bundle
ElbertonNet wanted an affordable turn-
key digital voice solution to attract and 
retain new customers.

“With VoiSelect in our service bundle, 
customres were able to save $100 per 
month when they switched.” “

THE RESULTS
ElbertonNET launched VoiSelect as part of a 
new video, voice, and internet service bundle. 
This provided residents the convenience of 
three services on one bill, and a significant 
reduction on the cost of their phone service. 
Existing video and Internet customers quickly 
signed up for VoiSelect under the new bundle. 
As ElbertonNet expanded into surrounding 
areas, new customers were happy to drop 
their voice service from the local phone 
company while also switching over video 
service from a satellite provider. VoiSelect 
also provided ElbertonNET with another 
service to offer commercial customers.

Dunn sees VoiSelect and their triple-play 
bundle as a way to keep his customers 
satisfied. “Being a municipality, everything is 
not about the dollar. We see what we do as a 
service to the community, so we don’t charge 
a lot for the phone service. Our residents like 
having the extra security of a landline in their 
home, and we’re able to offer a feature-rich 
voice product at an affordable price. They 
also like having three services on one bill, and 
one number to call if they have a question 
about TV, Internet, or phone. It makes it easy 
for them to do business with us.”

- Lanier Dunn
Elberton City Manager

Frustrated residents began asking ElbertonNET 
to provide telephone service that included 
more features and an expanded calling area 
at a lower cost. ElbertonNET knew they had 
an opportunity to round out their service 
offering while addressing an important need 
in the community. They turned to ZCorum, 
their long-time managed services partner, to 
find out what could be done.

INTRODUCTION
Known as the “Granite Capital of the World”, the City of Elberton
is located in Northeast Georgia, 110 miles east of Atlanta.
ElbertonNET is the municipal cable and internet provider for the
City of Elberton. Their goal is to provide the citizens of their long
established community with the best services available at an 
affordable price.

THE CHALLENGE
While ElbertonNET had been providing cable television and
broadband internet for years, it had never offered phone service. 
The incumbent phone company serving the city was charging 
a premium price for phone service with minimum features. 
Calls to other parts of the country or even neighboring towns 
meant additional long distance fees for many customers. Some 
residents signed up for VoIP service from over-the-top providers 
to increase features and reduce costs, but call quality was poor. 
In addition, cell service in many areas was spotty. Residents had 
no choice but to pay higher prices from the incumbent carrier 
for reliable phone service.



ZCorum introduced their digital voice solution, VoiSelect, to ElbertonNet. VoiSelect had all of the features residential
customers were looking for, including nationwide calling, at a flat rate. There were also multi-line plans and cloud-
based PBX features for business customers who were also looking to save money on their phone bill.

With VoiSelect, ElbertonNet’s subscribers would receive digital voice service over their existing internet connection. 
There would be no proprietary telco equipment or network infrastructure needed, which was an important factor 
in the decision. ZCorum would handle all backend services, including providing the voice network, provisioning 
customer equipment, acquiring new phone numbers, porting existing numbers, regulatory compliance, E911, 
and technical support for the end-user. All of this would make rolling out the service fast and affordable. 

ZCorum is the leading provider of innovative diagnostics and managed broadband solutions to 
telecommunications companies, helping them reduce costs, increase operational efficiency and improve the 
subscriber experience.  For more information, visit ZCorum.com.

About ZCorum

THE SOLUTION

THE BOTTOM LINE
VoiSelect allowed ElbertonNet to deliver a more feature-rich phone service to residential and commercial 
customers at a much lower cost than the incumbent telephone provider. They also increased revenue per 
subscriber and customer loyalty by adding VoiSelect to a convenient video, voice, and internet service 
bundle. 

THE PRODUCT
The VoiSelect Cloud Voice Platform equips service providers with a comprehensive and expanding suite of end-
user features and functionality. It’s easy to add full-featured voice services to broadband services and deliver 
the communication services that subscribers expect. Service providers offering VoiSelect are deploying the most 
flexible and profitable voice solutions available.

Residential
VoiSelect’s residential solution includes all standard home phone features along with all advanced functionality like 
simultaneous ring, find-me/ follow-me, and voicemail to email. The solution includes full regulatory compliance, 
easy customization and flexible calling plans.

Commercial
Allows service providers to address small office needs with multi-line hunt groups, advanced call forwarding and 
other hosted call control features to analog phones and key systems.


